is212 - INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY AT AMAZING HOTEL COMPLEX
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Apartment in Iskele / Long Beach, from £45,900

is212, Apartment, Iskele, Long Beach, 47m², 1 bedroom(s), 1 bathroom(s)

from £45,900

Description

If you ever wondered what it would be like to live on a 5 star premium hotel complex resort, here is your chance!
Be a part of this exciting new development with 26 storey hotel and casino, full 5 star hotel facilities for you to
use all year round, endless gardens and views and a holiday feeling that never goes away.
The total area of this project is 75,000 m2. 20% of this area is being used for construction and the other 80% will
be used for communal entertainment facilities and green area and a spectacular 7,000m2 swimming pool - and
that's just one of many!
This is a spacious Studio apartment with 47m2 internal area and 9m2 terrace
Imagine a home like this;
From the terrace, you will enjoy the smell of tangerine and lemon trees as you stroll through carefully designed
lush Mediterranean gardens that will follow the most romantic sunrise in the world.
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The children have a daily kids club, pools, activities and fun around every corner.
You have sports activities and spa treatments on your doorstep whenever you wish to enjoy them.
You have all the ebtertainment you could desire, just a short walk from your apartment.
You have a beautiful long sandy beach, with watersports, shallow reaching blue waters for swimming and kids to
play.
You never need a holiday because you are already there!!
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Even more exciting than that.....the price you pay now at this oﬀ-plan stage is at least 40% less than the
completed prices of these apartments. There has laready been an incremental price increase as planned for this
project, and those that bought already before you have made 10% on their investment already.
What are you waitng for? Just choose which ﬂoor you wish to be on, and start imagining your view....
Facilities include;
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7000m2 lagoon style outdoor pool
VIP Cabanas
Open air Cinema
Mini Golf
Tennis Courts
Spa and Fitness Club

Floor Plans

Features
Interior Features:
Fitted Wardrobes in all
Bedrooms

Ceramic Floors

Fully Fitted Kitchen
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Parquet ﬂoors
Exterior Features:
Balcony

Fully double-glazed

Landscaping

Private Parking

Insulated Walls

Site Features:
Water Sport

Tennis Court

Security

Gated Community

Mini Market on site

Welness Centre and SPA

Communal GYM

Swimming Pool Communal)

WiFi

Elevator

Water Tank

Air conditioning
infrastructure

Solar Panels

Water pressure tank

Heater
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Technical Features:
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Restaurant On-Site

Generator
Intercom

Locational Features:
Seafront

Mountain Views

Sea Views

Walking distance to bus
stop

Walking distance from the
sea

Close to local amenities
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